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,.~UI U,;t., (Lth, M,) inf. n. ,.oj, (Lth, TA,)
: (TA:) what it suminded (t3,as in two copies of the 9,
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tras ~pended to him, or it: and &e
The horse, having his bridle pulled in, and
JJ. (S; accord. to two copies: the or S1., as in the TA) upon the camel when he is
being put in motion, raised his head; as also or .e
to a camel when loaded.) And loaded: (s, TA:) and i.q. j la [things us-rl: (Lth, M :) or V ' a-:.tb signifies a pronoun relating
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t;tl , 1J3 The thing was attached to, or con. pended to a beast of burden; ~Ah asthe ..
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pended; which is like the saying "Driving by
back, raeede, retreated, or retired; (9, i ;) as
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And in another proverb, ~l i1
sheep, or goat, shall be hung by its hind also art. *,.])
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to hisfull load]: meanescaped; or became safe, or ecure: (M :) and not to punish for a crime, or an offence, any but thou to.him an appendage
ing, if he be slow and inobsequious in his pace,
accord. to IB, ,.y,, with, damm, [app. as an the committer thereof. (TA.) And Iasin Ibndo not thou lighten his burden: (K:) accord. to
inf. n.,] also signifies the act of feeing. (TA.) Thabit says,
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